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Accurate modeling of masonry has been a major concern of the researchers in the past decades.
Besides reinforced and unreinforced masonry buildings, masonry elements can be found in frame
structures as infill panels which function as partitions and/or external walls.During an earthquake these
elements act as structural elements and impose a large degree of nonlinearity on the behavior of
framing system. In this study, a micro-modeling procedure is proposed utilizing finite element analysis
to model masonry infilled reinforced concrete moment resisting frames (RCMRFs). After calibration
using material tests and standard masonry components, the model will be used to predict the behavioral
parameters and failure mode of this type of structures. It will be shown that the proposed procedure is
substantially successful in estimation of the stiffness and strength and can simulate the failure mode of
the infilled RCMRFs tested under semi dynamic lateral loading. Finally, the process of formation and
arrangement of compressive struts in different stages of lateral loading in the infill wall will be
discussed. As a result, it will be concluded that the proposed modeling strategy can be used as a means
to better recognize the seismic behavior of such structures. The developed strategy can also be used to
propose new simplified models or precise existing ones such as equivalent diagonal strut model.
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NOTATIONS

c0

Initial interface cohesion

Knn

Normal stiffness of the interface per unit area

E

Young's modulus

Kss

Tangential stiffness of the interface per unit area

ft

Tensile strength (the stress at which the crack is created and
starts to open)

δ

The dilatancy shear slip degradation coefficient

Compressive strength of concrete

ε

Total strain

Compressive strength of mortar

εp

The strain at which maximum stress occurs in concrete

fyL

Yield stress of longitudinal reinforcement

Φ0

Initial interface friction coefficient

fuL

Ultimate stress of longitudinal reinforcement

Φr

Residual interface friction coefficient

fyT

Yield stress of transverse reinforcement

κ

Plastic strain

fuT

Ultimate stress of transverse reinforcement

κp

Gfc

Fracture energy in compression

n

The plastic strain at which maximum compressive stress occurs
in interface

G

I
f

Mode-I fracture energy

σ

Normal stress

G

II
f

Mode-II fracture energy

σc

Compressive stress

Crack bandwidth

σt:

Tensile stress

f c'

fm

h
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Poisson’s ratio
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1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate modeling of masonry infill walls has been a
major concern of the researchers in the recent past
decades owing to the fact that the infilled frame
structures are very common in some parts of the world
and on the other hand infill walls are very vulnerable to
even moderate earthquakes. Generally there are two
distinct approaches to model masonry assemblages [13]; micro-modeling and macro-modeling. The micromodeling is a comprehensive representation of masonry
in which all parts of the masonry including units,
mortar, and unit/mortar interface are modeled explicitly
(detailed micro-modeling). Both units and mortar have
linear as well as nonlinear material properties and the
interface elements serve as a potential crack/slip [1].
Sometimes a micro-model is adopted by eliminating the
mortar layers and expanding the masonry units in a way
that the geometry is untouched (simplified micromodeling).
The present work is focused on the detailed micromodeling of masonry infilled reinforced concrete
moment resisting frames (RCMRFs). It is evident from
experimental observations [4-6] that these structures
exhibit a highly non-linear inelastic behavior and the
most important factors contributing to the nonlinear
behavior of infilled frames arise from material
nonlinearity [7]. These factors can be summarized as
following:
·

Infill Panel: cracking and crushing of the
masonry, stiffness and strength degradation.

·

Surrounding Frame: cracking of the concrete,
yielding of the reinforcing bars, local bond slip.

·

Panel-Frame Interfaces: degradation of the bondfriction mechanism, variation of the contact length.
The only approach that can fully account for all of the
nonlinear effects mentioned above and proximately
predict the failure mode of the infilled frame is micromodeling in which each medium is individually
modeled and can entail appropriate constitutive models
to reproduce the inherent nonlinearity involved.
Some researchers have adopted micro-modeling
approach to study the complex behavior of the masonry
infilled RCMRFs. Rots [8] studied the detailed brickjoint interaction by modeling bricks with continuum
elements and modeling mortar joints with discontinued
interface elements in analysis of masonry prisms. Lotfi
and Shing [9] developed a dilatant interface constitutive
model capable of simulating the initiation and
propagation of interface fracture under combined
normal and shear stresses in both tension-shear and
compression-shear regions which was capable of
simulating the dilatancy which is often observed in
experiments. They modeled masonry units with
smeared-crack elements.
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Lourenço and Rots [10] developed an interface
elastoplastic constitutive model for the analysis of
unreinforced masonry structures in which both masonry
units and mortar joints were discretized aiming at a
rational unit-joint model able to describe cracking, slip,
and crushing of the material. They used their interface
model as a simplified micro-modeling tool to analyze
masonry shear-walls and showed that their model was
capable of accurately predicting the experimental
collapse load as well as behavior of the walls. Mehrabi
and Shing [11] used a smeared-crack finite element
model to model the behavior of concrete in the
RCMRFs and masonry units based on the experiments
performed by Mehrabi [12] on concrete masonry
infilled RCMRFs.
A cohesive interface model to simulate the behavior
of mortar joints between masonry units as well as the
behavior of the frame-to-panel interface and a smearedcrack finite element formulation was developed by AlChaar and Mehrabi [13]. The interface model was able
to account for the shearing, residual shear strength, and
opening and closing of joints under cyclic shear loads.
The proposed model was calibrated using simple
material tests and was used to model two of the masonry
infilled RCMRFs tested by Mehrabi [12] through
detailed micro-modeling approach. The results showed
good capabilities for modeling and predicting loadcarrying capacity and failure mechanisms for masonry
infilled frames, but the presented report lacked enough
details about the finite element modeling geometry used
to model mortar and masonry/frame interface elements.
Stavridis and Shing [14] combined discrete and
smeared-crack approach to investigate the behavior of
masonry-infilled non-ductile RC frames. They
developed a cohesive crack interface model and used it
to model dominant cracks in concrete as well as
masonry mortar joints and improved a smeared-crack
model to model diffused cracking and crushing in
concrete and masonry units. Koutromanos et al.[15]
modified this model to account for cyclic crack opening
and closing, reversible shear dilatation, and joint
compaction to be used under cyclic as well as timehistory lateral loading. They showed that the modified
method could accurately reproduce the loaddisplacement response, crack patterns, and failure
mechanisms of the infilled frames under dynamic
loading conditions.
The deficiency of all of the reports on
aforementioned studies is that they are very general and
missing enough details specially in modeling procedure.
The present study tries to clarify this procedure in order
to enable other researchers to use it as a powerful means
to model masonry infilled RC frames. This study is
focused on detailed micro-modeling of masonry infilled
RCMRFs using general purpose finite element program
DIANA [16] and aims at proposing an appropriate
method to model this type of structures. The finite
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element constitutive models used in this study are as
following:
· a cohesive interface model to simulate the behavior
of mortar joints between masonry units and the
behavior of frame-to-panel interface
· a smeared-crack finite element formulation to model
the concrete in RCMRF and masonry units.
The implemented interface model is capable of
accounting for the shearing, residual shear strength,
tension softening, combined cracking-shearingcrushing, and crack dilatancy.In the followings, first the
general aspects of the used constitutive models are
discussed. The models are calibrated using material tests
performed by Mehrabi [12]. Then, the basics of the
finite element modeling for RCMRF, masonry units,
and mortar layers are presented to evaluate the
capabilities of the proposed method. For this purpose
two of the infilled masonry RCMRFs tested by Mehrabi
[12] are modeled and analyzed using DIANA [16]
software. Finally, the process of formation of diagonal
struts in the infill wall in different stages of lateral
loading is investigated which is particularly beneficial
in gaining a better understanding of the behavior of
masonry infilled RCMRFs and can be used as a means
to propose new or precise existing simplified models
such as equivalent diagonal strut model.
2. CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
2. 1. Smeared-crack Model
The smeared-crack
concept, used in this study to model concrete in
RCMRF and masonry units, describes a cracked solid
by an equivalent anisotropic continuum with degraded
material properties in the direction normal to the crack
orientation. The approach, introduced by Rashid [17]
starts from the notion of stress and strain and permits a
description in terms of stress-strain relations. Cracking
is specified as a combination of tension cut-off, tension
softening, and shear retention.
The softening behavior on the constitutive level is
related to the Mode-I fracture energy G fI through an
equivalent length or crack bandwidth denoted as h. In
the present study, an exponential diagram is chosen for
the tension softening of concrete in RCMRF as well as
concrete masonry units (Figure 1a).
To model the compressive behavior of the concrete,
the Thorenfeldt [18]model is used which is shown in
Figure 1b. This model was first used for concrete by
Popovics in 1973 [19], and later adapted to high
strength concrete by Thorenfeldt. This model can
properly regenerate the softening branch of the
compressive behavior of the concrete. The effects of
confinement and lateral cracking are also considered in
the modeling.

2. 2. Dilatant Interface Model
The modeling of
geometric discontinuities like discrete cracks in
concrete, joints in rock and masonry, and bond-slip
layers in reinforced concrete is most conveniently done
with structural interface elements. These elements relate
the forces acting on the interface to the relative
displacement of the two sides of the interface.
Various plasticity-based interface constitutive models
have been proposed by researchers for masonry
structures [9, 20, 21]. In this study, the interface
material model, also known as the “Composite Interface
Model”, which is appropriate to simulate fracture,
frictional slip as well as crushing along the mortar joints
in masonry is used. This combined cracking-shearingcrushing model is developed by Lourenço and Rots [10]
and is implemented in the DIANA program. The
interface model is based on multi-surface plasticity,
comprising a Coulomb friction model combined with a
tension cut-off and an elliptical compression cap (Figure
2a). Softening acts in all three modes and is preceded by
hardening in the case of the cap mode. The yield
function for the compression cap is described by a
parabolic
hardening
rule,
followed
by
parabolic/exponential softening (Figure 2b). The peak
strength fm is reached at the plastic strain κp.
Subsequently, the softening branch is entered, governed
by the compressive fracture energy Gfc.The interface
model is also capable of accounting for the dilatancy of
mortar joints. The parameters involved for this purpose
are the dilatancy Ψ0 at zero normal confining stress, the
confining compressive stress σu at which the dilatancy
becomes zero, and the dilatancy shear slip degradation
coefficient δ. Note that for tensile stress a stressindependent dilatancy coefficient is assumed.
2. 3. Von Mises Plasticity
For nonlinear behavior
of embedded reinforcements, von Mises plasticity is
used to model yielding of the reinforcement. The
hardening characteristics of the steel can also be
considered into account by definition of the desired
hardening diagram as an input to the ;model.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Constitutive model for concrete:(a) In tension
(b) In compression [16]
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3. FINITE ELEMENT IDEALIZATION
In this study, two masonry infilled RCMRFs tested by
Mehrabi [12] are modeled in 2-D using finite element
program DIANA [16] to demonstrate the performance
and effectiveness of the micro-modeling of infilled
RCMRFs. For this purpose, different 2-D structural
finite element types were used for different parts of the
system which are described in the followings.
(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Interface model and yield function used for the
analysis: (a) Plane-stress interface model [10] (b) Yield
function for the compression cap [16]

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. Specimen tested by Mehrabi [12]: (a) Loading
scheme, (b) Geometry and details of the specimens

3. 1. Summary of the Reference Experiment
The specimens tested by Mehrabi [12] were half-scale
frame models representing the interior bay at the bottom
story of a prototype frame.The prototype frame was a
six-story, three-bay, RCMRF with a 1372×457 mm
tributary floor area at each story. Two types of frames
were designed for the prototype structure with respect to
the lateral loadings: one with a weak frame and weak
infill nominating by WFWI, and one with a weak frame
and strong infill nominating by WFSI. The WFWI
specimen design was based on the assumption of a
strong wind load, and the WFSI specimen design was
based on the assumption of equivalent static forces for
strong seismic loading. The infill panels were
constructed by nominal 92×92×194 mm hollow-core
and solid concrete masonry blocks to represent the
WFWI and WFSI specimens, respectively. Each tested
specimen was subjected to constant vertical loading and
monotonically increasing lateral loading with the
scheme shown in Figure 3a. The design details of the
reference RCMRF (for both specimens WFWI and
WFSI) are shown in Figure 3b.
3. 2. Structural Elements
Since generally
there is a large number of elements in micro-modeling
of infilled frames, use of higher order elements often
results in extensive computation times without adding
too much accuracy into the overall analysis outcome.
Therefore, a four-node quadrilateral isoparametric
plane-stress element (Q8MEM) is used for modeling
RC frames as well as masonry units which is based on
linear interpolation and a 2×2 Gauss integration scheme.
This element adopts a linear varying normal strain and a
constant shear strain over the element area.
For modeling mortar joints, a four-node 2-D
interface element (L8IF) is used. This element is an
interface element between two lines in a twodimensional configuration and is based on linear
interpolation using 3-point Newton-Cotes integration
scheme. This interface element is selected to describe
the interface behavior in terms of a relation between the
normal and shear tractions and the normal and shear
relative displacements across the interface.
In this numerical analysis all reinforcements are
embedded in structural elements, which means that
reinforcements do not have degrees of freedom of their
own and reinforcement strains are computed from the
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displacement field of the structural elements. This
implies perfect bond between the reinforcement and the
surrounding material. Mehrabi and Shing [11]
demonstrated that the use of bond-slip elements
between concrete and reinforcement at nodal points has
a minimal effect on modeling the behavior of infilled
frames. Hence, the use of bond-slip elements for
reinforcement does not seem necessary. So in the
present study reinforcements in RC frame are modeled
using bonded linear two-node BAR elements.
3. 3. Loading Plate and Top Loading Beam
To apply lateral and vertical loads to the infilled frame,
Mehrabi [13] used steel loading plates at each end of the
RC beam and a steel top loading beam as shown in
Figure 3a. Since the lateral load in the experiment was
applied as a monotonic compressive load, only the left
loading plate is modeled in the finite element model
using the same Q8MEM elements but with the elastic
properties of steel. The top loading beam is modeled
with two-node L7BEN beam element using linearelastic material with steel properties.
3. 4. RC Frame Model
The bounding RCMRF
and the longitudinal reinforcement bars were modeled
using appropriate elements mentioned in chapter 2. To
account for the confinement effects of the lateral
reinforcements on the compressive behavior of the
concrete, all ties in the columns and the beam were also
explicitly modeled with the aforementioned BAR
elements but since the foundation remains elastic in the
loading procedure, the ties in the foundation were not
modeled. The material properties used in the process of
the modeling of concrete in RCMRF (as input values for
the smeared-crack model) are summarized in Table 1.
The description of each parameter can be found in
Notation section at the end of the article. All of the
values in this table except for the first mode and
compressive fracture energies ( G fI and Gfc, respectively)
are borrowed from reported values by Mehrabi [12].
The tensile strength of concrete ft is assumed to be 10%
of its compressive strength f c¢ . To deduce the values of

elements. The material properties used to model the
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement are
summarized in Table 2. These values are the same as
the values reported by Mehrabi [12].
3. 5. In ill Panel Model
For modeling masonry
units and mortar bed and head joints and joints between
the infill and the bounding frame appropriate elements
were used as described in section 2. Rotating smearedcrack constitutive model for modeling the concrete and
dilatant interface model for modeling the mortar joints
were utilized, as described previously. The finite
element mesh is shown in Figure 4. The thickness of the
head and bed joints is 9.5 mm while the thickness of the
horizontal and vertical joints at the interface between
masonry wall and RC frame along the circumference of
the wall is 4.7 mm.Since the concrete bricks are placed
in masonry infill wall with Stretcher (Running) bond
pattern, the head joints coincide with the middle of the
bricks, forcing the mesh of the bricks to be divided in
two for the consistency of using four-node elements for
bricks.
TABLE 1. Material properties for modeling concrete in
RCMRF
Parameter

E

Value

24476

0.16

'

Gf

fc

Gfc

(MPa)

(N/mm)

(MPa)

(N/mm)

2.69

0.016

26.89

0.385

n

(MPa)

I

ft

TABLE 2. Material properties for modeling reinforcements in
RCMRF
E
Parameter
(MPa)
Value

206000

n

0.30

fyL

fuL

fyT

fuT

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

482.6

551.6

367.5

449.5

GfI and Gfc there is a need to have data from detailed

tension and compression tests on concrete which were
not available. In the absence of such data, the values of
these parameters have to be determined indirectly by
trial and error in the calibration process or by use of
common values recommended in the literature. The
latter solution was preferred in this study. Besides, a
series of sensitivity analyses performed on different
parameters showed that the compressive fracture energy
and tensile fracture energy of the bounding RC frame
have a small effect on the overall behavior of the
RCMRFs.
Reinforcement bars of the frame were modeled with
elastic-hardening plastic, two-node discrete bar

Figure 4. Finite element mesh for infilled frame
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On the other hand, these fictitious joints are zerothickness which makes it impossible to join them to the
head and bed joints at the intersection points due to the
chosen finite element types. To solve this problem, the
bed joint interface element under each brick is divided
into two quadrilateral interface elements (parallelogram
or trapezoid) and a triangular space is left empty at the
intersection of bed and head joints (Figure 5a). The
same solution is applied to the intersection of the head
and bed joints with circumferential interface elements.
The dimensions of the different parts of the masonry
wall are shown in Figure 5b.
4. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION
4. 1. Interface Model
The capability of the
interface model is validated by the results of the direct
shear tests conducted on mortar joints by Mehrabi [12].
The constitutive model has been implemented in a onedimensional four-node 2-D interface element. For the
calibration of the model, data from at least three shear
tests conducted under different levels of normal stresses
are required. In these tests, the concrete blocks were
92×92×194 mm in size, and the mortar had a
cement:lime:sand ratio of 1:0.5:4.5 by volume. It is
desirable to have data from a tension test and a shear
test on mortar joints to deduce the values of GfI and GfII .
However, in the absence of data from such tests, the
values of these parameters for mortar material are
obtained by trial and error in the calibration process.
Since the behavior of the interface in shear is supposed
to be independent of its tensile behavior, controlling
parameters in each case can be separately captured by
trial and error. The values of the parameters obtained
from the calibration are shown in Table 3. The
description of each parameter can be found in the
Notation section. In Figure 6, the experimental and
numerical results of one of the tests for a hollow
concrete block specimen under a normal pressure of
1.03 MPa are compared. Figure 6a shows the capability
of the model to simulate the cyclic behavior of mortar
joints under a constant normal pressure. In Figure 6b,
the normal behavior of the interface under 1.03 MPa
normal stress is shown. This normal stress is the
confining stress (σu) over which the dilatancy is
supposed to be zero. After the initial elastic contraction
under the normal stress, the numerical results exhibit
constant normal displacement while the experiment
shows further vertical contraction which is negligible in
comparison to the dilatancy observed in less normal
stresses.
4. 2. Masonry Prism
To verify modeling of
masonry blocks, two masonry prisms constructed of 3

870

concrete masonry blocks with 9.5 mm mortar layers
tested by Mahrabi [13] were modeled.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Finite element specifications of the infill wall:(a)
Categories and shapes of the interface elements(b) Dimensions

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Comparison between experimental and numerical
results for mortar bed joint in hollow concrete masonry: (a)
Shear stress-shear displacement(b) Normal displacement-shear
displacement
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One of these prisms was constructed by hollow
concrete blocks and the other one was made of solid
blocks. Hollow blocks had a face shell thickness of 15.9
mm. Therefore, the equivalent width of mortar joint for
hollow blocks was assumed to be twice the shell
thickness, i.e., 31.8 mm.
An equivalent thickness of 45.7 mm for hollow
blocks, including face shells and webs, was calculated
based on proportion of net concrete cross-section with
respect to the gross cross-sections of the block. For the
prisms with solid blocks, the thickness of blocks and the
width of mortar bed joints were considered to be 92 mm
and 89 mm, respectively. Masonry units and mortar
layers were modeled using element types and material
constitutive models described in section 3. Material
parameters used for modeling the concrete in hollow
masonry blocks are shown in Table 4.
The compressive strength in this table is the average
compressive strength of hollow masonry units with
respect to the net cross-sectional area determined by
material tests performed by Mehrabi [12]. The material
parameters of the solid blocks were assumed to be the
same as the hollow blocks except for the compressive
strength of solid blocks which was chosen to be 15.86
N/mm2 as reported by Mehrabi [12]. The tensile
strength of each brick type is assumed to be 10% of its
compressive strength.The use of values tabulated in
Table 3 for interface parameters results in incorrect
modeling of the hollow masonry prism in the sense of
much lower initial stiffness and maximum stress.
Mehrabi and shing [10] also encountered this
problem in their modeling process and used shear
stiffness values for bed joints in analysis of infill walls
which were considerably larger than those used for their
verification studies for individual mortar joints. It was
their conclusion that lower values calibrated according
to single joint shear testing did not correspond to
practical values due to the fact that deformation of the
test machine had distorted the joint deformation
measurements.
In the current study, the values in Table 5 were used
for mortar joints after a calibration process and the
resulting numerical curves for hollow and solid masonry
prisms are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.
The fracture energy of mortar layer in compression Gfc
was increased to 9.63 N/mm to provide strain at
maximum strength and a gradual descending branch
(softening) in the normal stress-normal strain curves
similar to those obtained from test results. Other
parameters not mentioned in Table 5 are the same as
Table 3.
The comparison of the experimental results with the
results obtained by modifying the parameters of the
mortar layer shows that the modeling of masonry prisms
under compression is done with an acceptable degree of
precision.

TABLE 4. Material properties for modeling hollow concrete
masonry bricks
Parameter

E
(MPa)

Value

n

13789 0.16

I

Gf

ft

'

fc

(MPa) (N/mm) (MPa)
1.65

0.02

Gfc

ep

(N/mm)

16.55 0.006

0.35

TABLE 5. Modified parameter values for modeling mortar in
hollow and solid block masonry prisms.
Parameter
Value

Knn
(N/mm3)

Kss
(N/mm3)

162.9

190.0

Gfc
(N/mm)
9.63

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Comparison between numerical and experimental
results under normal compression:(a) Hollow block masonry
prism, (b) Solid block masonry prism

5. INFILLED RCMRF MODELING, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
After verifying the capability of the modeling strategy
and material constitutive models using material tests
performed on standard components of masonry
assemblages and performing parameter studies to
estimate proper values of unknown parameters, the
whole masonry infilled RCMRF is modeled and
investigated in this section. The purpose of the
investigation is to establish a framework for future
modeling and analytical studies of these highly
nonlinear structures. For this purpose, the hollow and
solid masonry infilled RCMRFs (WFWI and WFSI,
respectively) tested by Mehrabi [12] are considered. The
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5. 1. Hollow Masonry Infilled RCMRF
The finite
element model of the WFWI specimen was built in
DIANA [16] and the material properties of Table 2 for
RCMRF and the values obtained in the verification
process in section 3 for the mortar layers (Table 3) were
assigned to the materials in the model. The vertical
loads were applied onto columns and top beam and the
lateral load was applied as displacement-control at the
left side of the beam. The use of the calibrated values
from Table 3 for mortar joint interfaces resulted in less
initial stiffness and lateral strength of the analytical
model in comparison to the experimental results. To
find an agreement between analytical and experimental
results, higher stiffnesses needed to be used. While
analyzing infilled frames, Mehrabi [12] also
encountered this problem and adjusted the normal and
shear stiffnesses of mortar joints to several times those
calibrated by the laboratory direct shear test results to
solve this problem. Similar to the modeling of masonry
prisms, the need for adjustment was attributed to the
inaccuracy of interface elastic normal and shear
displacements of the laboratory test.In the present
analysis this made it necessary to perform a calibration
study to determine the appropriate values for mortar
stiffness parameters to be used in modeling of WFWI
specimen.The calibration process revealed that the
normal and tangential stiffnesses of the mortar layers
should be increased about 8 times in order to match the
initial stiffness of the infilled frame with the initial
stiffness observed in the experiment, but this increase
resulted in divergence of numerical solution at initial
stages of the analysis (lateral displacement about 0.4
mm). This divergence occurred with the initiation of
shear cracking and slip at interfaces. The continual
attempts to solve the convergence problem using
smaller step sizes, larger tolerances, or different
available solution methods were unsuccessful. As
mentioned by Al-Chaar and Mehrabi [13], the cause of
the problem was concluded to be the failing of the
numerical process of determining the stress on the yield
surface in tension-shear or compression-shear corner
zones. However, this problem did not occur in the first
trial which was using the values from Table 3 due to
much lower normal and tangential stiffnesses for mortar
layers.To solve this problem, it was decided to keep the

stiffnesses of the interface layers at the lower values
from Table 3 (for which a good convergence is
expected) and instead, increase the theoritical width of
joints to provide the higher overall stiffness requiredfor
obtaining
agreement
with
the
experimental
results.However, to avoid the unrealistic increase in the
interface strength due to the increase in its width, the
parameters affecting the strength (i.e.,compressive
strength, tensile strength, and cohesion) must be
reduced by the same proportion the thickness is
increased. Table 6 shows the actual and modified
parameters (by a factor of 8) used for modeling the
mortar layers. The parameters not listed in this table are
kept the same as those in Table 3. Figure 8 shows the
results of the analysis of WFWI specimen with the
modified values and compares them with the
experimental results. As it can be seen, there is a good
agreement between the numerical and the experimental
results in initial stiffness and maximum strength of the
infilled frame. The only discrepancy is that the
analytical curve cannot follow the increase in the
strength of the infilled frame in displacements between
4 and 10 mm and reaches its maximum at the final
stages of the analysis (about 18 mm). Moreover, the
initial stiffness of the analytical curve is slightly higher
than the experimental curve (about 14%) but further
attempts to reduce the analytical initial stiffness by
decreasing the applied factor to stiffness of the mortar
layers also lead to decrease in maximum strength of the
infilled frame.In Figure 8, the results of the analytical
modeling of the current study are compared with the
results obtained by other researcher. The key
characteristic values of these curves are summarized in
Table 7 including initial stiffness, secant stiffness,
maximum lateral strength, and the displacement at
which the maximum strength is achieved. The secant
stiffness is the effective initial stiffness, which is
defined as the secant stiffness between zero load and
50% of the peak load of each curve.
250
200

Lateral Load (kN)

properties of these specimens are summarized in section
3. The failure of the first specimen is governed by
shearing and slips along masonry bed joints while the
failure mode of the other one having a relatively strong
infill is governed by diagonal cracking of the infill and
shear failure of columns. The accuracy and reliability of
an analytical model for simulating the behavior of an
infilled frame strongly depend on the capability of the
model to predict the load-carrying capacity and failure
mechanism as well as estimating the strength and
deformations.
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Figure 8. Comparison between experimental and numerical
lateral load-displacement curves obtained by present and other
studies, specimen WFWI.
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the solid concrete blocks (which are, according to
Mehrabi [12] slightly lower than those of the hollow
ones). The thickness and compressive strength of the
masonry blocks must be changed from 45.7 mm and
16.48 MPa (the values for the hollow concrete blocks)
to 92 mm and 15.59 MPa (for the solid masonry
blocks), respectively. The tensile strength of the solid
concrete blocks is also set to one-tenth of their
compressive strength.Table 8 shows the actual and
modified values for mortar layer parameters used in the
modeling of WFSI specimen. The actual values are
borrowed from Mehrabi [12]. The mortar used for
construction of this specimen was stronger than the
mortar used for WFWI specimen.The model was
analyzed using the same loading scheme that was
applied to the frame with weak infill. Figure 10 shows
the results of the analysis of WFSI specimen. The
comparison of the numerical results with the
experimental results shows that the numerical curve
follows the experimental curve in a general manner up
to a displacement of about 18 mm, at which a sudden
drop occurs in the analytical curve followed by another
one about a displacement of 19 mm. These two drops
are associated with the shear failure of the top end of the
left (windward) column and bottom end of the right
(leeward) column, respectively.
Although this is the actual failure mechanism of
WFSI specimen, it does not happenduring the
experiment up to the lateral displacement of about 28
mm. The crack pattern and the deformation of the
mortar joints (sum of the elastic and plastic
deformations) in the modeled WFSI specimen at the
displacement of 20 mm and the actual cracks developed
in the experimental WFSI specimen at the end of the
test (displacement of 40 mm) are shown in Figure 11.

A quick survey on Figure 8 and Table 7 reveals that
the current study is more successful in predicting the
maximum lateral strength of the WFWI specimen than
the studies performed by other researchers, but is not so
accurate in estimating the initial as well as the secant
stiffness of the system. Unlike the curves from Mehrabi
and Shing [11] and Stavridis and Shing [14], the results
of this study is almost always a lower bound estimate of
the actual experimental curve and yet closer to the
reality than the curve from Al-Chaar and Mehrabi [12].
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the crack pattern and the
deformation of the mortar joints (sum of the elastic and
plastic deformations) in the modeled infilled frame at
displacement of 20 mm, respectively. Figure 9(c) shows
the actual cracks developed in the experimental
specimen at the end of the test (displacement of 40
mm). It is evident from these figures that the cracks
predicted by the analysis are generally in agreement
with the cracks developed at the end of the experiment.
5. 2. Solid Masonry Infilled RCMR
Although
the results of the modeling of WFWI specimen is in
good agreement with the experimental results, it is not
enough to conclude that the modeling process is
acceptable because some of its parameters are
determined by a method of trial and error. Since our
model is now calibrated with the WFWI specimen (with
weak infill wall), to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
modeling procedure, this model must be used to
simulate the behavior of another specimen, namely
WFSI (with strong infill wall), which is only different
from WFWI specimen in the type of the masonry
blocks. To accomplish this goal, it is enough to change
the thickness of the concrete blocks and mortar layers
and to modify the compressive and tensile strengths of

TABLE 8. Actual and modified material properties for modeling mortar joints in WFSI specimen(Modification factor is 8.)
Parameter

tb
(mm)

th
(mm)

ti
(mm)

Knn
(N/mm3)

Kss
(N/mm3)

ft
(MPa)

c0
(MPa)

fm
(MPa)

Actual value

89

76

89

60.8

76.0

0.28

0.28

13.79

Modified value

712

608

712

7.6

9.5

0.035

0.035

1.72

TABLE 9. Characteristic parameters of analytical lateral load-lateral displacement curves for WFSI specimen

Experiment

Initial stiffness
(103kN/m)

Secant stiffness
(103kN/m)

Max. lateral strength
(kN)

Displacement at Max. strength
(mm)

190*

108.3

291.1

7.1

Numerical study

229.8

122.6

280.3

10.8

Mehrabi and Shing (1997)

659.8

136.8

322.3

10.6

Al-Chaar and Mehrabi (2008)

271.9

120.5

265.8

10.9

Stavridis and Shing (2010)

776.5

275.9

286.6

6.0

* Estimated value
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The high density of the cracks in RCMRF and solid
concrete blocks in comparison to the visible cracks in
experimental specimen along with the difference
between the numerical and experimental curves in
displacements between 1.5 to 8.0 mm as shown in
Figure 11 and also the early shear failure of the columns
show the excessive damage propagation in the finite
element model of WFSI specimen.
Also in Figure 10, the numerical results of the finite
element analysis of WFSI specimen are compared with
the results of the modeling of other researcher. As it can
be seen, the best performance with respect to the general
trend of the curves belongs to Al-Chaar and Mehrabi
[12]. The characteristic values corresponding to
different curves in Figure 10 are tabulated in Table 9.
Since the recorded data by Mehrabi [12] for lateral loadlateral displacement of WFSI specimen has fluctuations
at its beginning elastic part, the value for the initial
stiffness of the experimental curve in this table is not
exact and has been approximated to be 190×103 kN/m.
With a swift glance through Table 9, it is apparent that
the current study is fairly successful in estimating the
initial and secant stiffness of WFSI specimen (with an
accuracy of 20%). Although the displacement at which
the maximum strength is achieved is not correctly
estimated, the maximum strength of the infilled frame is
evaluated with an accuracy of 5%. Hence, it can be
stated that the proposed modeling strategy leads to
acceptable result with acceptable precision at least for
the key parameters dealt with in the field of modeling
masonry infilled RCMRFs.
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formed in the infill wall, shown by two double sided
arrows. With increase in the deformation, the
compressive strut developed at the windward section of
the wall tends to move down from the beam-column
joint and leans against the upper part of the left column
(Figure 12c). Although its compressive force rises, the
width and location of the other strut does not change
significantly. Finally, the struts move back together and
their slope increase as the infilled frames reaches its
maximum strength. At this stage, except for a narrow
nearly vertical band in the middle, the whole infill wall
is under compression and the struts are actually widened
(Figure 12d). After this phase, the failure of the
specimen occurs by shearing and slip along masonry
bed joints (not shown in the figure).

(a)

6. DISCUSSION ON FORMATION OF COMPRESSIVE
STRUTS
To show the application of the proposed micromodeling strategy to reach a better understanding of the
behavior of masonry infilled RCMRFs, the process of
formation and arrangement of compressive struts in the
masonry infill panel under lateral loading is discussed.
To achieve this goal, the two specimens modeled in
previous sections are considered. In addition, to
demonstrate the ability of the method to be used in other
conditions of the infill panel, another infilled RCMRF is
also considered in which the infill panel is constructed
with clay bricks (instead of concrete blocks) and
contains a central window opening.
6. 1. Hollow Masonry In illed RCMRF
Figure 12
shows the deformed shape and compressive principal
stress contours in the RCMRF and masonry wall for
WFWI specimen at different stages of the lateral
deformation. Figure 12a shows the model after the
application of the vertical load. As it is shown in Figure
12b, along with the initiation of application of the lateral
load at the upper beam level, two compressive struts are

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Crack pattern in frame elements, concrete blocks,
and mortar joints corresponding to the relevant displacement,
specimen WFWI: (a) Frame elements and concrete blocks, at
20 mm (b) Total mortar joints deformation at 20 mm (c) Crack
pattern at the end of experiment at 40 mm.
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(a)

Figure 10. Comparison between experimental and numerical
lateral load-displacement curves obtained by present and other
studies, specimen WFSI

(b)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Crack pattern in frame elements, concrete blocks,
and mortar joints corresponding to the relevant displacement,
specimen WFSI:(a) Frame elements and concrete blocks at 20
mm,(b) Total mortar joints deformation at 20 mm, (c) Crack
pattern at the end of experiment at 40 mm.

Figure 12.Formation of compressive struts for WFWI
specimen corresponding to various displacements: (a) zero, (b)
2 mm, (c) 10 mm, and (d) 20 mm
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(f)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 13. Formation of compressive struts for WFSI
specimen corresponding to various displacements: (a) zero, (b)
2 mm, (c) 6 mm, (d) 16 mm, (e) 18 mm, and (f) 20 mm

6. 2. Solid Masonry In illed RCMRF
Similar to
WFWI specimen, the process of formation of the
compressive struts in WFSI specimen is shown in
Figure13. Figure 13a shows WFSI specimen after the
application of the gravitational load. Application of the
lateral displacement creates a stress field in the infill
wall in which two compressive struts, although not
completely recognizable, can be identified (Figure 13b).
With the increase in the lateral displacement, the two
struts can be distinguished clearly and similar to WFWI
specimen, the left strut moves away from the beamcolumn joint down to the upper part of the left column
(Figure 13c). Due to the excessive compressive stress,
solid bricks fail in the middle parts ofthe struts, forcing
the struts to recede even more from each other and
intersect with the adjacent frame at the middle of the
columns.
At this moment, a third compressive strut, having a
steeper inclination, is formed between the two old struts
which pushes upward the central part of the beam
(Figure 13d). The two struts at the sides of the wall
vanish with the occurrence of shear failure in the two
columns (Figure 13e) and finally the middle strut also
disappears after the failing of the infill wall in shear
(Figure 13f). Figures 12 and 13 show that replacing the
infill wall with only one compressive diagonal strut
does not agree with the reality and at least two struts
must be used to reflect the actual situation of the infill
wall in a RCMRF in equivalent diagonal strut models.
6. 3. Solid Clay Brick In illed RCMRF
As an
example of the application of the proposed micromodeling strategy to infill panels with other
specifications, one of the six half-scale clay masonry
infilled RCMRFs recently tested by the authors at the
International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and
Seismology (IIEES) is considered. The RC frame is
from the bottom story of a 4-story building designed
based on the conventional design codes and is capable
of resisting both gravitational and lateral loads. The
infill wall, built in Flemish bond bricklaying pattern, is
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constructed with half-scale clay bricks (specifically
made by half-scale casting molds) and the average
thickness of the bed and head joints are about 5 and 7
mm, respectively. The 2000 ´ 1350 mm infill wall has
a thickness of 100 mm and contains a 575×575 mm
window opening. The geometry and details of the
specimen is shown in Figure 14a.
An axial load of about 15 percent of axial strength of
columns was applied to each column by four posttensioned vertical steel rods and afterwards the cyclic
lateral load was applied via a hydraulic displacementcontrolled actuator at the level of top beam. Figure 14b
shows the lateral load versus lateral drift for the infilled
RCMRF.
The specimen was modeled with the same micromodeling strategy described in previous sections with
appropriate material parameters obtained from material
tests (when available) and literature. The only difference
was the modeling of the infilled panel in which due to
the bricklaying pattern, each longitudinal brick had to
be divided into three parts in order to maintain the
compatibility of mortar interface elements between
adjacent bricks (Figure 14c).Figure 15 shows the
compressive stress contours and deformed shape of the
infill wall resulted from finite element analysis of the
model at different lateral load stages. In Figure 15a, the
infill wall after the application of vertical load on frame
columns before applying the lateral loadis shown. With
application of the first step of lateral load (Figure 15b
and (b) point in Figure 14b), two wide diagonal
compressive struts are formed in the two sides of the
window opening.

(b)

(c)
Figure 14. Tested clay brick infilled RCMRF specimen:(a)
Geometry and details, (b) Lateral load-drift curve,(c) Model
elements for numerical analysis

(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)
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(d)

(e)
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struts are not very strong and do not largely contribute
to the lateral resistance of the infilled frame. At the drift
of 1.7%, the windward diagonal strut also converts into
two parallel struts. Initiating at the upper right and lower
left corners of the opening, the diagonal cracks
penetrate into the diagonal struts’ region and weaken
them resulting in the reduction of the lateral resistance
of the specimen (Figures 15e and 15f). At the end of the
analysis (drift of 7.5%), due to failure of clay bricks
under compression, most of the struts completely vanish
and the entire vertical load transferred from the RC
beam to the wall is sustained by one diagonal struts
(Figure 15g).
A rapid inspection of the figures shown in this
section suggests this idea that the micro-modeling of the
masonry infilled RCMRFs can be used as a means to
better recognize the behavior of this type of structures
and help the researchers better identify the place, width,
and time of formation of the compressive struts to be
utilized in the macro-modeling of the masonry infilled
RCMRFs. This can be particularly useful when the
experimental results are limited since after calibration of
the numerical model with the existing experimental
data, the model can be analyzed almost without
restriction to assess the effects of different parameters
involved in the analysis on the global behavior of the
masonry infilled RCMRFs.
7. CONCLUSION

(f)

(g)
Figure 15. Formation of compressive struts for tested RCMRF
specimen corresponding to lateral drifts: (a) zero; (b) 0.03%;
(c) 0.7%; (d) 1.7%; (e) 3.4%; (f) 4.8%; and (g) 7.5%.

At this stage, the system is behaving elastically and
the stress concentration at the corners of the opening is
visible in the figure. As the lateral deformation
increases, the leeward diagonal strut converts into two
parallel struts one of which passes beside the corner of
the opening (Figure 15c) and the signs of formation of
two broken, less steep struts in the top and bottom
spandrel beams appear (Figure 15d). These spandrel

Two appropriate constitutive models for modeling
mortar and concrete in masonry infilled RC moment
resisting frames (RCMRFs) were reviewed and their
implementation in the DIANA finite element program
was discussed. To demonstrate the possibility of micromodeling of masonry infilled RCMRFs, a series of halfscale experiments on this type of structures performed
by Mehrabi [12] was considered. Using available
material tests, numerous characteristic parameters
involved in the modeling process of different parts of
the masonry infilled RCMRFs were partly calibrated but
the lack of a complete and detailed set of tests on the
masonry constituents and assemblages made it
necessary to use one of the specimens as the calibration
specimen to finalize some of the parameters involved.
The finite element model was calibrated based on an
infilled RCMRF constructed with hollow concrete
blocks (WFWI specimen) and could properly regenerate
its lateral behavior.
The properties of the infill wall of the calibrated
model were then modified to match those of the infilled
RCMRF constructed with solid concrete blocks (WFSI
specimen). The only parameters changed were the
thickness and compressive strength of the mortar layers
and the thickness of the masonry blocks. The modified
model was analyzed and the results were compared with
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results of the experiment. It was shown that the
proposed modeling strategy can acceptably estimate the
key characteristic parameters of the behavior of the
solid masonry infilled RCMRF including initial
stiffness, secant stiffness, and maximum lateral strength.
It was also shown that the proposed method can
successfully simulate the failure mode of the modeled
masonry infilled RCMRFs.
The formation of the compressive struts and the
variations in their geometry in different stages of lateral
deformation of both weak and strong masonry infilled
RCMRFs as well as the clay brick infilled RCMRF
tested by the authors at IIEES were discussed. It was
concluded that the micro-modeling of the masonry
infilled RCMRFs can serve as a means to better
recognize the behavior of such structures and to propose
new or precise existing simplified models such as
equivalent diagonal strut model.
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ﮐﻪ روش اراﺋﻪ ﺷﺪه ،در ﺗﺨﻤﯿﻦ ﺳﺨﺘﯽ و ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﺳﺎزه ﻣﻮﻓﻖ ﺑﻮده و ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺷﮑﻞ ﮔﯿﺴﺨﺘﮕﯽ ﻗﺎبﻫﺎي ﺧﻤﺸﯽ ﺑﺘﻦ ﻣﺴﻠﺢ

ﻣﯿﺎنﭘﺮ را ﺗﺤﺖ ﺑﺎر ﺟﺎﻧﺒﯽ ﺷﺒﻪ دﯾﻨﺎﻣﯿﮑﯽ ﺷﺒﯿﻪﺳﺎزي ﮐﻨﺪ .ﺳﺮاﻧﺠﺎم ،روﻧﺪ ﺷﮑﻞﮔﯿﺮي دﺳﺘﮏﻫﺎي ﻓﺸﺎري در داﺧﻞ دﯾﻮار
ﭘﺮﮐﻨﻨﺪه در ﻣﺮاﺣﻞ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺑﺎرﮔﺬاري ﺟﺎﻧﺒﯽ ﻣﻮرد ﺑﺤﺚ ﻗﺮار ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ .ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ آﻣﺪه ﻧﺸﺎن ﻣﯽ دﻫﺪ ﮐﻪ راﻫﺒﺮد

ﻣﺪلﺳﺎزي ﭘﯿﺸﻨﻬﺎد ﺷﺪه ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﻪ ﻋﻨﻮان اﺑﺰاري ﺑﺮاي درك ﺑﻬﺘﺮ رﻓﺘﺎر ﻟﺮزهاي ﭼﻨﯿﻦ ﺳﺎزهﻫﺎﯾﯽ و ﻫﻤﭽﻨﯿﻦ ﺑﺮاي ﭘﯿﺸﻨﻬﺎد

ﻣﺪلﻫﺎي ﺳﺎده ﺟﺪﯾﺪ ﯾﺎ ﺗﺪﻗﯿﻖ ﻣﺪلﻫﺎي ﻣﻮﺟﻮد از ﺟﻤﻠﻪ ﻣﺪل ﻗﯿﺪ ﻗﻄﺮي ﻣﻌﺎدل ﻣﻮرد اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﻗﺮار ﮔﯿﺮد.
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